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Who are we?
• Watson & Walker was founded in 1988 by
Cheryl Watson & Tom Walker.
• Publisher of Cheryl Watson’s Tuning Letter
and CPU Charts since 1991. If you
have never seen one of our newsletters, send an email for a free copy.
• After the Tuning Letter, our primary focus has been helping our customers
reduce their software costs. We use our SCRTPro tools for studies such as
Tailored Fit Pricing (TFP).
• We are completely independent, not beholden to any vendor, so we can offer
objective information based on our collective experience and what we see in
other customers, allowing clients to make a fully informed decision.
• In addition to our publications, our team provides consulting, classes, and
software products (both free and chargeable) to help our customers.
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Background
• Historically the focus for performance tuning has been more on infrastructure optimization than on
applications. This is because of:
• Better documentation and tooling.
• More widely available infrastructure tuning skills.
• Small changes having wide impact.
• But:
• The efficiency of commercial software products is usually better than that of applications.
• The infrastructure is usually changed less frequently than applications, and usually in a more
controlled manner.
• After so many years of infrastructure tuning the opportunities for significant improvements are
lessening.
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Issues with application tuning
• Application tuning may provide significant benefits, but:
• Application teams are typically under pressure from their funders to release new functions – they
can’t spend a long time to find tuning opportunities for existing applications.
• There is no clear owner for application tuning initiatives:
• IT infrastructure people can’t perform the tuning on their own.
• Application developers don’t pay the software bills, so they have little incentive.

• The required skills and techniques cross the boundaries between infrastructure and applications,
with very few tools, if any, specifically aimed at supporting large scale application performance
analysis.
• With the looming end-of-service (April 30, 2022) for COBOL V4 and migration to COBOL V6,
teams are struggling with a lack of tools to identify the most important programs to work on..
All the above prompted us to consider developing an application workload profiler
© Watson & Walker
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COBOL – Why the push?
• There are two driving forces
• COBOL V4 compiler goes out of service on April 30,
2022. The compiled programs can run fine if they are
LE-enabled. But if recompiled, problems can be
reported only on COBOL V6+. So, the migration
would need to be done at that time.
• Companies want to reduce CPU time in order to
reduce software costs. COBOL V6 allows them to do
that with ARCHLVL compiler options (some clients
can see a 20% CPU reduction, while others don’t).
The chart at the rights shows that over 40% of all
z/OS instructions can be used only on higher
ARCHLVLs. Many of them are designed to reduce
the CPU time for decimal calculations (i.e., a large
part of COBOL apps).
• Migration to COBOL V6 can be difficult
• Many sites have thousands of COBOL programs. A
tool is needed to find those most frequently loaded
and those using the most CPU time.
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What is application profiling?

An application profiler monitors the actual execution of application code
to collect information (CPU time, number of calls, etc.) about noticeable
events (calls to other programs, error conditions, memory
management, etc.) to aid program optimization.
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Our idea of a z/OS application profiler
• We created a tool that is:

• Specifically designed to profile application execution
(only applications).
• Aimed at providing a full picture about programs /
subroutines and their actual relationships.
• Easy to use, with a negligible, measureable impact on
CPU consumption, to allow it to always be running.
• Able to report elapsed time and CPU consumption at the
individual program level.
• Able to collect each module’s compile data (compile
date, compiler release, compiling options).
• Able to collect information to build a call graph, showing
who calls who.
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What is available today?
• Load Module Analyzers
• Static (“point in time”) view of load libraries, including
compiler data (version, date, options). Can’t tell if used.

• Software Asset Management Tools
• Track program loads, but main focus is on software
license utilization compliance. Don’t provide call graphs or
any application-oriented information (like compiler data).

Load Module Analyzers
Software Asset Management Tools

• Execution Samplers
• Deep dive analysis of specific programs’ behavior down to
the single instruction. But due to overhead, can be used
only on a few programs at a time.

• SMF Type 30 Data

Execution Samplers
SMF Data

• Everyone collects these, so no additional overhead, but is
usually used to collect step-level (not module-level) CPU
and I/O counts. It doesn’t provide call graphs or any
application-oriented information (like compiler data).
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Our solution – AP4Z
Watson & Walker Application Profiler for Z - AP4Z
AP4Z works with existing load modules and JCL procedures.
• Mario Bezzi, author of W&W free tools, WWUNTERSE and
IMPORTANT_MESSAGES Health Check, was the designer and lead developer.
• Looks at programs actually executed rather than static load libraries.
• Does not require source code changes or recompiles.
• No changes to existing JCL.
• Does not install system-wide hooks or user exits.
• Doesn’t require APF-authorization.
• Supports Dynamic (most common) and Static calls.
• Supports COBOL, PL/I, C/C++, and Assembler (if LE-enabled).
© Watson & Walker
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Our solution – AP4Z
• AP4Z can trace Module Load activity, Program Call activity, Memory Management
and Condition Handling.
• It can optionally provide information about the program call tree and a detailed
Program Call Trace.
• Options can be enabled separately, and the level of profiling can change for
different Jobs / Programs.
• Base AP4Z collector for batch jobs and Db2 stored procedures will be available
September 2021.
• CICS and additional functions expected to ship by YE 2021.
© Watson & Walker
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Data we collect
Job Step Level
CPC model
z/OS level
Sysplex name
System name
Userid
Job name
Job-id
Job start date-time
Step name
Step program name
Step start date-time # created enclaves
# created threads
#/type memory req
# handled conditions

© Watson & Walker

Module Level
Module name
Load count
Call count
Elapsed time
CPU times
Amode
Routine type1
Compiler version
Compile date
Code page option
All compile options
LE conforming, Fastlink, IEEE floating
point, XPLINK, DLL
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AP4Z – Application Performance Profiling Tool
Performance impact of running AP4Z is negligible and can be tracked. For this reason, we recommend always
keeping it on. If needed, the scope of profiling can be limited to specific programs and/or jobs. Different objects
can use different profiling options.
Over time, AP4Z builds a history of which programs are in use, how they perform, how they contribute to the
overall elapsed and CPU time, how they relate to each other, when they were recompiled, and what options were
used during each compile.

Collected data is loaded into a historical database. Data is analyzed using a
browser-based graphical user interface that provides both pre-defined reports /
charts and on-demand queries. Using SQL is an option, but not required.
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Based on our early
measurements the profiling
overhead should be below
0.5% for batch and below 1%
for CICS
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AP4Z – Application Performance Profiling Tool
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Sample AP4Z Dashboard - PGMLOADs
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Sample AP4Z Dashboard - PGMCALLs
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Use Case – Which programs are being used?
• Identify modules that
have the highest load
count.
• Identify modules
consuming the most
CPU time (average
and total).
• Identify modules
responsible for the
elapsed time (average
and total).
• Identify modules that
are called the most
often.
• Sort on any column.
© Watson & Walker
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Use Case – Deep dive into active COBOL modules
•
•
•
•
•

Identify COBOL modules that have the highest load count (prior slide).
Identify COBOL modules consuming the most CPU time (prior slide).
Identify COBOL modules by compiler version.
Identify COBOL modules by optimization level.
Identify COBOL modules by ARCHLVL.
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Use Case – Deep dive into active COBOL modules

• Identify COBOL modules by year of compilation.
• Display in tabular or graph format.
• Identify really, really old COBOL modules.
© Watson & Walker
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Use Case – Change control options
• Identify all changed modules during
the last week.
• We are after a specific module..

• This module changed its behavior,
when and why did it change?
© Watson & Walker
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Use Case – Interesting statistics
• Identify module loads by language.

• Quantify overhead for AP4Z.
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Other use cases

© Watson & Walker

Understand relationships
between different programs
and applications.

Detect unexpected or noncompliant relationships.

Generate inventories of
programs related to
applications subject to
transformation projects.

Identify sub-optimal compile
options or programs running
with less efficient runtime
options.

Prepare, support, and track
the migration to new compiler
version and measure the
benefits or lack of benefits.

Increase accuracy of Quality
Assurance test by determining
in advance what should be
tested after a change.

Help speed up root cause
analysis on performance slowdowns.

Detect handled conditions
which may impact program
efficiency.
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Data we collect (same slide as before)
Job Step Level
CPC model
z/OS level
Sysplex name
System name
Userid
Job name
Job-id
Job start date-time
Step name
Step program name
Step start date-time # created enclaves
# created threads
#/type memory req
# handled conditions
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Module Level
Module name
Load count
Call count
Elapsed time
CPU times
Amode
Routine type1
Compiler version
Compile date
Code page option
All compile options
LE conforming, Fastlink, IEEE floating
point, XPLINK, DLL
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Summary of Application Profiling Capabilities
AP4Z

Execution Samplers

Load Module
Analysers

Software Asset
Management Tools

SMF Step Data

Run a continuous dynamic data collector

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Provide a dynamic view of programs actually in use

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Provide module compiling information

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Only track application programs load requests

Y

N

N

N

N

Track the actual relationships between modules

Y

Y

N

N

N

Can create a call tree

Y

Y

N

N

N

Report execution times at the module level

Y

Y

N

N

N

Able to trace static calls

N

Y

N

N

N

Report execution time at the instruction level

N

Y

N

N

N

Report I/O at the step level

N

N

N

N

Y

Install system wide hooks, requires APF authorization

N

Y

N

Y

N

Has a noticeable impact on system wide performance

N

Y

N

Y

N

Provide a static view of modules in a load library
Track all module load requests

N
N

N
Y

Y
N

Y
Y

N
N

Capability

Good from an application profiling perspective
© Watson & Walker

Not as good from an application profiling perspective
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AP4Z Future Direction
Support for CICS transactions.
Additional canned reports.
Ability to create call graphs.
Support for IMS transactions.

Java program profiling.
Ability to run under zCX for reporting.
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Is AP4Z right for you?
We designed this to fill an important gap in the marketplace.
No other product provides as much insight into applications as AP4Z brings.
If you’re under pressure for identifying and recompiling your critical COBOL V4
programs and dynamically-called programs, this is the very best tool to identify them.
The negligible CPU cost allows you to always keep it running for continuous tracking.
Many other IT departments, especially in operations and change control, will find this
product invaluable.
The easy-to-use graphical interface to the offline database provides the ability to use
the past to understand patterns, as well as to identify important trends.
© Watson & Walker
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For more information…
• Email to: ap4z@watsonwalker.com
• See our website at: www.watsonwalker.com/software/ap4z

• This points to a recording of this presentation, a PDF of the presentation, and a Tuning Letter
article about AP4Z.
• You can also sign up to receive more information or a live demo.

• If you have questions or want to comment on this presentation, please contact us
at ap4z@watsonwalker.com.
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Thank you!
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